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‘THE COSTERS’

Meet John and Pat, a couple of mostly unsung
busy volunteers in our community.
John was born and schooled in Yass, NSW and at
12 years of age moved with his family to Sydney
where he finished school and joined the E.S. &
A Bank. In 1970 John assisted with staff in the
merger with the ANZ Bank and continued his
banking career of 25 years. He then had a career
change to Bursar at the all-girls school “Meriden”
Sydney, where he was 1 man among 800
women! 1990 saw John move from Bursar to Manager of Lourdes
Retirement Village at Killara until early retirement in 2003.
Pat was born in Staffordshire U.K. and arrived in Australia as a £5
Pom, being only 14 years of age, with Father, Mother and older
brother. They all lived at Carlingford with an aunt and family.
Pat’s father worked at Wyong Council and Pat went to school at
Wyong. In 1957 she moved to Sydney Teachers College to train as a
primary school teacher. On qualifying she taught in many schools
in the Sydney district and Inverell. Her first school was Petersham
where 6 languages other than English were spoken.
John and Pat met at a church camp at Blackheath and 5 years later
in 1963 were married and lived in the Sydney Hills District where
their 2 children were born, Susan who now lives in Sydney and
Stephen at Queanbeyan. The purchase of a caravan in 1988 started
their love of travelling (which is still embraced to this day) with
trips mostly to the North Coast when the first stop was always Red
Head Caravan Park (now Beachfront Caravan Park) to wind down
from their busy stressful positions.
In 1998 Pat was teaching at MLC Burwood when her first
grandchild was born and she retired in 1999.

The lure of Hallidays Point brought about the
purchase of a Holiday Cabin in the Beachfront
Caravan Park and after John’s retirement in 2003
they lived in it for eleven months during which
time they bought four acres at Headland Drive
and built a beautiful home overlooking the dam.
In 2008 they travelled around Australia with
their caravan.
John and Pat are founding members of Hallidays
Point Probus Club and have been involved in
all aspects, John being President for 12 months.
They are also both members of the renowned
Probus Choir, under Anna Hamers.
Pat is part of a team of Lay Preachers at the Uniting Church and
is now fully qualified as a Funeral Presider. She is also involved in
many other areas and has in past years taught scripture in our local
school and coordinated the ‘Kidz Club’ which has operated very
successfully for eleven years. The ‘Blokes Shed’ keeps John very
busy as it now operates two days a week and does a lot of work
for the Community. They have both contributed so much in many
activities too long to list!
John and Pat have been members of Bev Williamson’s Dance Group
which has won 1st Place in age group in 3 Eisteddfods with John
making, erecting and transporting props and being general “dog’s
body” while Pat has been Treasurer and helper with costumes.
After several overseas trips and more in the planning, John and
Pat now live a slightly less busy retirement. In 2011 they moved
to a smaller home in Glen Court and being grandparents to 5
grandchildren and 2 great grandchildren, much enjoyable time is
spent visiting back and forth.
John and Pat enjoy our friendly community and they feel rewarded
to be able to contribute in some small way. Thank you John and
Story by Margaret Waldock
Pat.
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Hallidays Point
Senior Citizens
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Thank you so much to the artists for donating their works. We
raised almost $700 which I can assure you will be put to good
use. Thank you also to Lucille, ticket seller extraordinaire! What a
fantastic effort!
Until next time, Marilyn

Black Head Womens
Bowling Club
Pictured above are the Senior Citizens who took the day trip to the
Hillview Herb Garden near Gloucester recently. Participants have
told me that it was a lovely informative day and that they enjoyed
the tour (and the luncheon) enormously. Thanks to Peter Meguyer
(our driver) for the picture.
We are looking to augment our stable of willing bus drivers. If you
have a “light rigid” driver’s licence and possess a happy attitude and
a genuine liking for older folk, we would love to meet you. Thanks
Buddy for putting your hand up.
Pictured are Helen and Toby
Woods, our delighted winners of
the Seniors Artwork Raffle. The
piece was “Black Head Beach”
donated by the artist Fred Bullen.
The winner of the second prize,
by local artist Iris Salmon, was
Noelene Gray. Noelene was also
thrilled with her win and has told
us that the artwork is now proudly
displayed in her family room.

We held our Presidents Day on Thursday 14th May and what a
great day it was!
President Carol was
overwhelmed, very
special guests were
State Rep. Topsy
Roberts,
Regional
Rep. Carole Graham,
District
President
Paula Body, Sec.
Julie Scott and Janet
Campbell as well
as Husband Brian
Lynch, Black Head
Club Sec./Manager Raymond Holmes, Men’s President Wally
Longmore & Greenkeeper Jason Aurisch.
Very special thanks to Donna Hampson for all the work making the
decorations, to Sue Jarman and her helpers for setting up the Club,
it looked wonderful in colours of purple, lemon and white and all
the ladies who made the lovely cakes for Morning tea. Thank you
to our ladies who attended, you made it a day to remember.
Pat Bayley Secretary/Publicity Officer.
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Our Natural World
with Geraldine

Going Mushrooming

Its autumn, the heavy rain has been
followed by lovely sunshine and all around
the mushrooms are popping up in the
road verges and paddocks. We have a large
toadstool “fairy ring” on our front lawn.
It brings back childhood memories of going mushrooming. My
neighbour would gather a carload of us local kids and drive us
to the outer edge of Melbourne where the farm land starts (a lot
closer then than it would be today!). We would pile out of the car
baskets in hand and climb through the farm fence. I don’t think the
adults knew the farmer or ever asked permission to forage in his
fields for mushrooms. Some mushrooms were white topped with
beautiful soft brown underbelly, others a bit
too old would be slimy and maggot ridden,
yuk. And of course there were cow pats to
be avoided as well as keeping an eye out for
any bulls in the paddock.
I would never think of going mushrooming
now, I would be too fearful of picking poisoned fungi, why was it
okay when I was an 8yo but not when I am a 60yo, go figure?
In the late 80s most us would have bought our own mushroom
farm in a box that you stored in the dark of the laundry cupboard,
I only did that once. Now mushrooming is an industry and we can
buy them at the supermarket and eat them all year round.
So if by chance you get your hands on some genuine hand-picked
field mushrooms, well half your luck. Enjoy them cooked with a
little milk on toast for breakfast.
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News from Kiddies Hut
Gardening Fun

The pre-schoolers at Kiddies Hut have been busy over the last
couple of months setting up a new vegetable and herb garden area.
The children helped choose what they’d like to grow which they
did through investigating what would grow best in this season.
They helped over many days to get the soil into the garden beds,
and plant the seeds, seedlings and even whole potatoes!!

Picture: Isaac, Dominic, Rachael, Micah and Amelia tend to the garden.

Like every winter the children are eager for our ‘Kiddies Hut Soup’
to be back on the menu for morning tea each day. Not only does
this warm them up and fuel them for the day, it has definitely
assisted in fighting the common colds which are around at this
time of year! We just hope that these winter veges which we are
tending to each day in our garden are ready to be added to our pots
of soup this Winter!
Our new compost bin is quickly filling with all our fruit and vege
peels too and we look forward to using the compost to feed our
garden.
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Fishing News
with Trevor

For five or six weeks I despaired
that I had lost my two fishing
companions – two magnificent
sea eagles who follow me on the
Tuncurry Beach, stop when I stop,
move when I move, and often are
rewarded with a dart or filleted fish
frame. I noted the reason for their absence – an addition to the
family with its tawny feathers, very reticent, very wary. Now it’s
gone, “flown the coop” it seems,
leaving mum and dad ruling their
domain.
Although not very evident around
Halliday’s Point beaches, except
for a couple of hauls, the mullet
migration north and the subsequent catches, started as soon as the
westerly winds begin in April. How do the fish know it is blowing
a westerly? These local hauls are part of the 3,000 tonnes caught
annually in N.S.W. – and it seems to be sustainable?!!
After they have spawned
(if they escape the nets) the
fingerlings school together, and
travel south entering estuaries
on the way. Why south?
With excessive rain, warm
water and the mullet run
there has been quite a fishing
bonanza from Crowdy Head to Seal Rocks. The dirty water has
driven the bream and flathead to the estuaries. Bream have been
abundant up to 42cm particularly off Harrington wall. Brad from
Great Lakes Tackle reports that flathead have responded well to
Samaki Thumper lures. These are ideal conditions for jewfish
(mulloway) and many to 20kg have been hooked on the break wall
and rocks. With all of this fishing activity, there are plenty of sharks,
some of significant size, with bronze whalers being prominent.
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DON’T swim near schools of mullet as you may be the entrée.
Big tailor are also common on beaches and off rocks with Brian
Lynch bagging one over 2kg cleaned. Whiting are, amazingly, still
being caught and I managed to bag a couple of good feeds, some of
the whiting the biggest of the season.
Off shore fishermen’s activities have been curbed somewhat by the
huge seas but the few who have managed to venture out have been
rewarded. Damien’s crew caught snapper to 2kg, an 8kg cobia and
plenty of teraglin. A 36kg jewfish was boated near Snapper Rock as
were dolphin fish and a spanish mackerel.
Good Fishing. Trevor

Dad’s Army

On Tuesday 19th May, Council replaced the pool pump, which
has been out of action for nearly 3 weeks. The previous pump had
been in operation for nearly 2 years.
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The Gruffalo is coming to town!!
Hallidays Point
Branch
Popular Workshops in using your iPad and Tablet
Due to popular demand, we
are conducting lessons for iPad
and Android Tablet users at
Hallidays Point Library again
in 2015. The sessions in May
were very popular. Put your
name down at the Library for
the next round of workshops. When we have sufficient names
we will run workshops for: iPad beginners, iPad intermediate,
Android beginners, Android intermediate. These courses are for
tablets, NOT phones. Cost for the workshops is $15.00. Bookings
are essential.
Contact the library if you would like more details.

The Gallery Exhibition
Well known Tinonee
artist
Rod
Spicer
currently
has
an
exhibition in our
Library gallery. Rod’s
painting of Zachary’s
Catch (see photo)
is permanently on
display in the Library.
Come and enjoy some
of his other artworks.
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At storytime on Friday 12 June at
10.30am, come and hear the stories:
The Gruffalo and The Gruffalo’s Child,
followed by a special guest appearance
from The Gruffalo himself! Everyone
is welcome. No bookings required.
Suitable for 3-5 year olds. Compliments
of the Manning Entertainment Centre,
promoting CDP Tall Stories magical
musical adaptation of the Gruffalo’s
Child Monday 22 June 6pm.

Men’s Health Week 15-21 June 2015
A Men’s Health Display Kit with information to promote health
and wellbeing of men is available during June. The display is in the
reading corner next to the newspapers.

Borrow Box now even better!
Have you accessed our BorrowBox eBooks and eAudios? The
latest upgrade now allows you to return the books early – an
enhancement we have all been asking for.

Online Resources available through
the Library Catalogue
Have you checked out the External Databases available when you
go to our Library Catalogue? www.manningvalleylibraries.com.
au Try NoveList, Encyclopedia Brittanica, Computer School Skills
Centre, Consumer Health, just to mention a few. I will give you
more details over the next few months, but in the meantime, go to
the catalogue and explore the links down the left hand side. Happy
surfing!
See you soon in the Library!!
Library Hours: Mon. – Fri.10am – 5pm, Sat. 10am – 12 noon.
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Art in the Area
Rita Gaul

Rita says she has “never considered
myself to be an ‘Artist’ as such, but rather
as ‘One who Paints’. Not having any
formal training I simply paint because
I find it both relaxing and creative”.
Without knowing where to start, in
1976 she purchased a book by Doug Sealy called ‘How to paint
Still Life for Beginners’. “The most treasured piece of information
I gained from his book was all about how to recognize and mix
colours” explained Rita. “In fact, I still use it to this day”, she added.
With family commitments and work Rita didn’t paint again until
the mid 50’s when she was lucky enough to find Val Kemsley, a
local artist in Manly as a tutor. “Her style was extremely varied and
I learnt how to use many different mediums and techniques which
is evident in many of my paintings”, Rita said.
She then travelled around Australia for 7 years and was inspired
by the diversity and vibrant colours of the landscape. Naturally
she took her oil paints, now acrylics, to capture what she saw.
“Painting was very social; as people watched and asked questions I
made many friends. Needless to say I gave most of my work away
to people whom I felt would treasure the memory of a particular
scene I had captured, even though money was offered” Rita
continued. Since then Rita has sold some works, but still prefers to
only paint for the joy of it.
After buying a home in Black Head 2011, she joined the Senior
Citizens art group, a casual, friendly, and relaxed group with whom
she shared her love of art and in turn they helped Rita settle into
her new surroundings.
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“I strongly believe that everyone can
paint or draw; it’s not the end result
that matters so much as the journey
it takes you on and the feeling of
satisfaction and achievement. After
all, ‘art is in the eye of the beholder’
“said Rita.
She believes her greatest satisfaction
has come from introducing a friend
to painting. Her friend suffered a
“Autumn Lily”
severe and debilitating stroke some
years ago and felt so utterly useless. “Her sense of achievement
with every brush stroke says
a thousand words. Two of her
paintings were accepted into an
exhibition in Castle Hill this year,
you cannot imagine what this
meant to her”, Rita explained.
Today Rita paints from her photos
and in doing so recreates the
“End of a Day’s Droving”
wonderful memories of places she
has been. She has also been exploring water colours, which she says
“puts me back into a ‘beginner’ status!” The advantage Rita believes
is that it takes away any pressure or
expectation to create a masterpiece
from the outset.
“Why not join a class or group,
you never know just what you may
achieve, just like my friend who
had never previously picked up a
paintbrush”, concluded Rita.
Story by Fred Bullen
“Head Stockman”
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ART CRAFT EXPO
4th and 5th of July 2015

Wingham Rotary Club and Hallidays Point Landcare will present
the inaugural Manning Valley Art and Craft Expo at the Black
Head Surf Lifesaving Club with all proceeds of the weekend event
going to the surf club.
The idea behind the expo is to showcase local artists and crafters
in community halls around the Manning and help fundraise to
maintain community halls.
Local Hallidays Point artists will be given the opportunity to exhibit
but artists will also be drawn from across the Manning ensuring a
good range of styles and prices.
HP Landcare will, weather permitting, hold a winter Art Bazaar on
the 5th July to compliment the Expo.
Any one interested in exhibiting or having a stall at the Bazaar call
Alana for more information and leave a message so I can call you
back. 0468 312 452

Help & Exercise!

While you’re walking in your neighbourhood,
why not help deliver the
Hallidays Point News of Our World?
We currently need spare walkers
to cover for our regulars
who are on holiday.
Please call Clare on: 6559 3413

How many men does it
take to paint a picnic
shelter?
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A lot, but only if they are the right men for the job. Thanks to Kylie
for motivating, organizing and generally guiding the Diamond
Beach Landcare locals to renew the sadly aged picnic table and
shelter at Diamond Beach.
Not content to fill the holes and paint over the engraved names
the team pulled the table apart, turned over the planks, sanded,
undercoated, painted and reconstructed the table in only two days
of Volunteers Week. They then cleaned and painted the shelter that
was looking very shabby in comparison.
Thanks to Diamond Beach Rural Fire Brigade for the power and
morning tea.
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Community Spirit Shines Hallidays Point Combined
Probus Club Inc.
in Halliday’s Point
President Alan Bates set the scene for
After the devastating floods in
parts of NSW, local business
women from ‘A Stones Throw’
in Diamond Beach put a call
out to the community for help.
A road trip from Diamond
Beach
to
Dungog
was
organised by Deb and Kylie after
the floods with much needed items
of clothing, bedding, blankets,
household goods and cleaning
products which were collected
throughout the local community
with the assistance of Brian who
helped out with a large trailer, also
assisting with the delivery of the
donated items to Dungog.

Many thanks to all community members who generously donated
items to those in need.
Story from Deb Schmitzer
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our May Meeting at the Black Head
Surf by calling out all the gentlemen
in shorts for an old fashioned kneesup. Fortunately the approach of winter
should preclude any more displays of
naked knees for a few months at least.
Our Probus Club welcomed Marie
Kingcott, our newest member, into our ranks.
Marie recently moved into Halliday Shores from
Sydney as she has family in the area. We are sure
Marie will enjoy her move into beautiful part of the
world.
Marie Kingcott Is it a SCAM, and if so how do you know and what
should you do? All these questions and more were answered by
our Guest Speaker, Jodi Kemp (pictured on the
left) from Fair Trading. Jodi took us through many
of the scams from telephone calls, emails, letters
and door knocks. Her advice was if in doubt be
on guard. So many promises of fortune, health and
romance are just an attempt to part you from your
money so be on guard.
Our social side is well looked after with bus trips
to Moree in June and Leura in September planned
and a trip to Borneo next year. Our Book Club and Diners Group
are being joined by a Movie Club and a Bridge Club. If you are
retired or semi-retired and any of these activities interest you why
not come along to one of our meetings at the Surf Club at 10 am
on the first Tuesday of each month, or ring Ray Bell, our Secretary,
on 6559 2581.
Jack McDonald/Bulletin Editor.
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Home Fire Safety

House fires can happen at any time of the year
just like bush or grass fires. The key to surviving a
house fire is being prepared.
There are some simple steps you can follow to reduce your risk of
a fire in your home:
• Have an adequate number of suitable smoke alarms installed
throughout your home and make sure that they are tested
regularly. Change the battery at least once every 12 months.
Make sure you and all your family know the safe ways out of
every room.
• Have a written escape plan and practice it. Never leave cooking
unattended. If you have a fireplace make sure the chimney is
clean and always clean a screen in front of it when in use.
• Check electric blankets for damage or frayed cords before
placing on the bed. Take care to keep curtains, tablecloths
and bedding away from portable heaters. Keep wet clothing at
least 1 metre from heaters or fireplaces and never leave them
unattended.
• If you use a clothes dryer make sure you clean the lint filter
each time it is used. Only use one appliance per power point
and switch off power points when not in use. Always extinguish
candles or other open flames before going to bed. Never leave
candles or any other open flames unattended. Always handle
candles or any other open flame with care.
• Store matches or lighters in a secure place not accessible to
young children. Remember that smoke from a fire will make
you confused and one cannot see in smoke. When asleep you
will not smell smoke and it will in fact put you into a deeper
sleep.
• If you have escaped from a home fire, remember once you get
out stay out and dial TRIPLE ZERO (000).

•

Oil, gas or wood heating units may require a yearly maintenance
check. Only ever use fuses of recommended rating and install
an electrical safety switch.
For more information on making your home safer from a house
fire, download the Is Your Home Fire Safe Fact Sheet or visit the
Fire and Rescue NSW Home Fire Safety website.
Local News – Grahame Hill and Alan Murphy together with two
members of Taree RFS went to the Central Coast for three days
helping to clear storm damage.

Brigade members assisting a resident in mopping-up
We are still having a very quiet year as far as fires go. We have
completed some pile burns and responded to a small fire locally.
Jim Wootton

TELL YOUR FRIENDS
AROUND THE WORLD
View the Hallidays Point News of Our World on line
at:
www.hallidayspointnews.org
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TANK’S
CORNER

Hi to all my “furever” friends and I hope
you are well and happy. This month I
would like to talk about those from the
dark side (Cats). Recently there have been
a number of cases in Victoria of Feline Infectious Enteritis (also
known as Feline Parvovirus). This disease is fatal in most cases,
although, a few survive with extensive supportive treatment. It
mainly affects kittens, but adults can get it too. There exists a carrier
state for up to 6mths. It is important to have your Cat regularly
vaccinated to make sure they do not become a victim or a carrier
of this cruel disease.
While there have been a number of new products for Dogs against
Fleas and Ticks, e.g.: Nexgard (once per month) and Bravecto (once
every 3mths), unfortunately, at this stage, they are not approved in
Cats. Frontline is the only product to safely use on Cats for Fleas
and Ticks. Tick collars are not suitable for Cats as they annoy the
cat and often get stuck in their mouths when they frantically try to
get them off. Advantage (NOT Advantix) is a very good spot on
treatment for Fleas and Comfortis tablets have now been approved
for Cats, but only kill Fleas. It is wiser to keep up your Flea and
Tick treatments throughout the year as my Dad’s clinic has had
tick cases in June and July, and particularly in August, September,
October and November when owners are tardy starting the
preventatives.
Just a short note this month, but encourage your owners to make
sure you are kept warm and dry over winter.
Lots of Licks, TANK.
Diamond Beach Veternary Clinic - Ph: 6559 2277

GAZZA’S CAR
CARE TIPS
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Welcome to a new regular monthly feature
which will be provided by Garry Wise of
Garry Douglas Autos, Diamond Beach.
Each month there will be a different topic
and in this edition the emphasis is on fuel economy.
Some helpful tips you may or may not be aware of, to help with
your fuel economy.
• Inflate your car’s tyres to the pressure range recommended by
the manufacturer for the use of the car, and make sure your
wheels are properly aligned. Looking after your tyres will not
only reduce your fuel consumption it will also extend tyre life
and improve handling.
• Don’t Over Fill The Tank. Listen for the click when filling your
petrol tank and then stop. Heat increases the pressure, which
causes fuel rises and possibly overflow. So it is important that
when it’s hot, you don’t over fill your fuel tank. Additionally,
when you over fill your car’s petrol tank you can spill petrol,
which releases fumes into the atmosphere and can also damage
your paintwork.
• Replacing a clogged air filter can increase your vehicle’s fuel
economy by as much as 10%.
• High speeds result in high fuel consumption. At 110km/h your
car uses up to 25% more fuel than it would cruising at 90km/h.
• Change up through the gears and into top gear as soon as
possible without accelerating harder than necessary. Driving
in a gear lower than you need wastes fuel; so does letting the
engine labour in top gear on hills and corners. Automatic
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•

•

transmissions will shift up more quickly and smoothly if
you ease back slightly on the accelerator once the car gathers
momentum.
Air conditioners can use about 10% extra fuel when operating.
However, at speeds of over 80 km/h, use of air conditioning
is better for fuel consumption than an open window as this
creates aerodynamic drag. If it is hotter inside your car than
outside when you start a trip, drive with the windows down
for a few minutes to help cool the car before starting the air
conditioning
The more a car carries the more fuel it uses; an extra 50kg
of weight can increase your fuel bill by 2%. Anything fixed
to the outside of the car increases wind resistance and fuel
consumption.
Safe motoring, Garry
Garry Douglas Autos - Ph: 6559 3123

Caught Up After 37 Years!

I came across to Perth from the UK to visit my son Tom
and his newly extended family and took advantage of
my trip to travel over to NSW to catch up with an
old friend, John Finnie, who I last saw 37 years ago.
It was a great reunion, also with John’s wife Lyn and
they extended amazing hospitality during my short visit to their
home in Hallidays Point. During my few days stay, John showed
me around the area and I was attracted by all that I saw from the
incredible fruit bats in the rain forest to the amazing beaches and
not least by the warmth and friendly response from those Hallidays
Point residents and business people I had the pleasure of meeting.
A big note of appreciation through News of our World to John and
Lyn and all those who made my visit so welcoming.
Gerald Dobson, Weybridge, Surrey, UK.
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THE TEST

I had a letter from the RTA
You must visit your Doctor without delay
If you drive a car you must pass some tests,
To make sure you are mentally and physically at best.
So off to the Doctor I reluctantly go,
My heart is heavy and my footsteps slow.
What if he finds I’m not in good health?
What if I can’t pass the mental test?
What if he says I’m a total mess
And must put my poor little car to rest?
Into the surgery fearfully creep
And was told rather gruffly to take a seat.
“Now” said the Doctor, “Repeat after me
Apple, feather and gold key.
Later I’ll ask you what I have said,
So make sure you heed what you just heard then”.
“Have you any heart or mental disease?
Can you see as far as those yonder trees?
Have you lost any limbs in recent years?
Do you have any trouble with your rather prominent ears?
I relaxed a little as he ticked each box
Until he suddenly turned, like a sly brown fox.
“What were those words I told you to heed?”
I managed to mumble “apple, feather, gold key”.
“Now,” he said with a nasty smirk,
“Can you spell backwards the word ‘Alert’?
This I did without more ado
And hoped my testing was finally through.
What happened next was really quite cruel,
He made me feel like an utter fool.
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“Start counting backward from one hundred to two
Reducing seven digits each time till you’re through”.
“I can’t do that!” I managed to gasp,
I’ve never, ever been good at Maths!”
But that crafty brown fox was determined you see,
To bring me down, right down past my knees.
He just sat there glaring, tapping his pen on the desk
While I tried to control my mounting stress!
Slowly I began the dreaded descent,
But by 72 my mind was quite spent.
I was cold from my head to the soles of my feet,
But my face was so hot, I couldn’t bear the heat!
I felt like an earthworm dug out of the dirt
As I squirmed and wriggled my body about.
I felt like an Actress who forgot her lines
Or the Opera Singer who sang out of time.
Eventually the Doctor gave up with a sigh
And I was able to give him a curt “Goodbye”.
When I got home and had time to think,
I berated myself for being as thick as a brick.
Then I thought - “Hang on here!
I’ve been a licenced driver for fifty eight years!
I could drive a car when I was only ten,
Tractors and wheat trucks fairly soon after then!”
No one asked, until today,
To show ignorance of arithmetic ways.
If he had tested my reflexes with a tap on the knees,
Taken my pulse and checked my BP,
That would have certainly made sense to me.
But oh no, not he, he was just out to try to get me!
Doris Noble 2012
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Hallidays Point
Garden Club

Hallidays Point Garden Club had a marvellous day for its meeting
in April at the home of Paul Higgins, Figtree Drive, Diamond
Beach. Beautiful weather prevailed and enabled members to enjoy
this delightful established property with its many mature trees. Paul
made a dramatic lifestyle change from a one-bedroom apartment
in Sydney to a 2.5 acre property just 12 months ago. A large dam
sits at the rear of the property, complete with island and bridges.
There are lots of fruit trees and subtropical plantings. A secluded
rainforest area provides a buffer from the road, aided by a number
of different bamboo clumps. A lot of work for Paul.
Chris Borough was Guest Speaker and he covered the topic of plant
nutrition and fertilisers. The meeting was held beneath a pergola
which was laden with kiwifruit vines. Members enjoyed the usual
delicious morning tea and, afterwards, explored the garden.
Arrangements were finalised for the Open Gardens weekend on
May 2nd and 3rd – seven different and beautiful gardens in the
Hallidays Point area to be open to the public. Sadly, due to the
severe weather conditions and heavy rain, the event had to be
postponed until the weekend of May 16th and 17th. Unfortunately,
this date clashed with major events in both Forster and Taree
which affected numbers.
The weather continued to threaten on Saturday but Sunday 17th
was warm and sunny for most of the day and turned out to be
a gorgeous day for strolling around gardens. The event has been
classified as a successful weekend over all with healthy gate-takings
enabling a sizeable donation to be made to Riding for the Disabled.
The two organisations, Hallidays Point Garden Club and Riding for
the Disabled, again worked together cooperatively for the second
time to stage this biennial event.
All the garden owners involved should be commended for the
spectacular showing. These dedicated folk worked under trying
conditions, trying because of the weather which kept changing
its mind. However, hearty congratulations and thanks to Steve
and Sue Barnett of “Avoch”, Jenny and Bill Lyndon of “Byattunga”,
Margaret and Graham Lane of “Kanuka”, Annette and John Johns,
Wendy and John Stranack, Sue and David Glenn-Hume of “Arles”
and Carol and Terry Pearson of “Magenta Park”.
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A strong representation from Medowie Garden Club – 19 members
in all – attended over the 2 days and there were also visitors from
Port Macquarie and South West Rocks.
Thank you to all our local people from Hallidays Point, Rainbow
Flat, Forster/Tuncurry, Taree and Wingham for your support. All
garden-owners have commented on so many friendly visitors
giving very positive feedback on the quality of the seven open
gardens.
Story by Carmel Bartlett - Photos by Ingrid Horsburgh

